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ABSTRACT

The first VLT infrared instrument, ISAAC, was installed at the 8 meter Antu telescope in 1998. Experience and
results with both InSb and HgCdTe large format arrays will be reported. Effects limiting the performance and strate-
gies to partially overcome these limitations will be discussed.

The Hawaii 1Kx1K HgCdTe array is now in routine operation in SOFI at the NTT and the short wavelength arm of
ISAAC, the Infrared Spectrometer and Array Camera installed at the VLT [1]. The ultimate performance of this array
is limited by the electroluminescence of the Si readout multiplexer. Even if the on chip amplifier is not used and the
internal bus is accessed directly, the glow of the shift registers produces a signal of 700 electrons/hour when continu-
ously reading the array. By imaging the bare Hawaii multiplexer during readout onto a CCD, the optical nature of the
multiplexer glow has been verified. Algorithms will be given for the removal of the intensity gradient in the center of
the array and for row crosstalk which is present when bright sources are in the field. For low flux applications the non-
linearity after resetting the array can be avoided by switching off the reset clock.

A foundry run yielding six 1kx1K InSb arrays has been evaluated. One of these arrays has successfully been mounted
in the long wavelength arm of ISAAC. By employing a special monitoring technique using dead pixels with open In
bumps, a darkcurrent as low as 14 electrons/hour has been measured at a detector temperature of 25 K. The tempera-
ture drift of the video signal for Aladdin arrays is 2700 electrons/ K. A temperature stability in the micro Kelvin range
is required without drift compensation. With our versatile 32 channel high speed data acquisition system IRACE the
readout noise of Aladdin arrays could be suppressed to below 10 electrons rms by application of multiple nondestruc-
tive readouts and subpixel sampling of the analog signal.
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1.Introduction

Near infrared focal plane technology has developed rapidly during the past decade. Detectors having more than one
million pixels are now in routine operation at 8 meter class telescopes. In parallel to the increased array format both
the readout noise and the detector darkcurrent have been reduced by more than one order of magnitude. The combina-
tion of a powerful 8 meter telescope and state of the art detector technology largely expands the scope for astronomi-
cal observations in the infrared.

In November 1998 the Infrared Spectrometer and Array Camera ISAAC was installed at Antu, the first of the four the
VLT telescopes. Initially, the short wavelength arm was equipped with a Hawaii 1024x1024 HgCdTe array and the
long wavelength arm with a 256x256 InSb array. In February 2000 this array was replaced by the Aladdin 1024x1024
InSb array.The Aladdin array mounted in ISAAC was the outcome of a best effort contract with Raytheon to manu-
facture 6 Aladdin arrays [2].
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At present the second generation of VLT instruments is being built with an ever increasing demand for infrared
arrays. The cryogenic echelle spectrometer CRIRES [4] will be equipped with a mosaic of three Aladdin arrays and
the multiobject spectrograph NIRMOS [5] will house four 2Kx2K HgCdTe arrays. In order to meet this demand,
ESO is participating in funding the development of the LPE 2Kx2K HgCdTe arrays having a cutoff wavelength of
λc=2.5 µm [7]. These arrays are based on the 1Kx1K PACE1 technology[8],[9]. Furthermore, a contract was placed
for the manufacture of four MBE 2Kx2K HgCdTe arrays having a cutoff wavelength of 1.9 µm. These arrays will be
mounted in the multiobject spectrograph NIRMOS.

In order to handle the preprocessing of a continuous data rate of 40 megabytes/sec generated by 32 parallel video
channels of the Aladdin array, we had to develop the high speed data acquisition system called IRACE [11],[12]. The
flexible architecture of the IRACE system is well suited to be expanded to a 128 channel system needed to read out
the four 2Kx2K NIRMOS arrays each having 32 parallel outputs. A prototype of the 128 channel system is opera-
tional.

2.HgCdTe arrays

For medium resolution spectroscopy in J and H, the dominant radiation source is the bright line emission of the OH
air glow. In between the OH lines the remaining continuum emission can be as low as 753 phot. s-1arscsec-2m-2µm-1

generating a detector signal of 0.17 e/sec/pixel as measured with ISAAC and elsewhere [13]. In principle the detector
integration time can be increased until the photon shot noise exceeds the detector readout noise. In practice however,
for integration times longer than a few hundred seconds, warm pixels, array nonuniformities and cosmic rays degrade
the overall performance. For this reason the shot noise limit should be reached at the shortest possible integration
time. This requires a detector read noise of well below 10 electrons rms. However, the dominant source of read noise
is the source follower in the unit cell of the HAWAII multiplexer. It contributes a noise level of ~10 electrons rms with
double correlated sampling which has to be applied to eliminate the KTC noise. Further improvement of the readout
noise relies on multiple sampling techniques.

2.1.Sampling strategies for multiple nondestructive readouts

Two sampling methods are in use, Fowler sampling and Follow-Up-the-Ramp sampling (FUR) [14]. With n being the
number of nondestructive readouts and SNRDC being the signal to noise ratio for a simple double correlated clamp,
the improvement of the signal to noise ratio for Follow-Up-the-Ramp sampling SNRFUR is described by equation 1.

(EQ 1)

Band-limited white noise is assumed and the distribution of nondestructive readouts along the integration ramp of
duration Tint is equidistant as shown in Figure  1a. We consider two limiting cases to compare Fowler sampling and
Follow-up-the-ramp (FUR) sampling. In the first case the integration ramp is completely filled with nondestructive
readouts and Tint = nTread. For this case the effective integration time for a single Fowler pair is Tint / 2 and the signal
to noise ratio for the given observing time Tint is given by  (EQ 2). In the second case the integration ramp Tint is
much larger than the complete time spent on nondestructive readouts,i.e. Tint >> nTread. The signal to noise ratio for
Fowler sampling is given by  (EQ 3). Equation  (EQ 1) correctly describes the signal to noise ratio for both cases of
FUR-sampling.

 for Tint = nTread (EQ 2)

 for Tint >>nTread (EQ 3)

Let the number of nondestructive readouts n be much larger than 1. For case 1, when continuously sampling the inte-
gration ramp by nondestructive readouts, the signal to noise ratio of FUR sampling is better than Fowler sampling by
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a factor of . For case two, when the number of nondestructive readouts has to be severely limited, the signal to
noise ratio of Fowler sampling is better than FUR sampling by a factor of .

2.2.Multiple Sampling with Cryogenic Operational Amplifiers

In an ongoing effort to reduce the readout noise we have tried different readout schemes for the Hawaii 1024x1024
MCT array. The readout multiplexer has an on-chip output source follower for each quadrant to which the internal
video signal bus is connected. The user has also direct access to the internal signal bus. The bus can be connected to
+5 volt by an external 200KΩ load resistor. The internal bus is directly connected to the input of an external opera-
tional amplifier, located as close as possible to the detector signal pins for maximum immunity to noise pickup.
Therefore the amplifiers have to operate at cryogenic temperatures. A linear CMOS operational amplifier was
selected (Texas Instruments LinCMOS TLC2274) which contributes ~ 3 electrons rms to the readout noise of a dou-
ble correlated clamp. The design of differential data line drivers using these cryogenic CMOS amplifiers is shown in
Figure 2 and has been described in more detail elsewhere [11]. In this configuration the on-chip output source fol-
lower is not used. Hence, its glow is eliminated, when multiple sampling is applied to reduce the readout noise. This
is one of the biggest advantages of off-chip amplifiers.

Figure  3 shows the reduction of readout noise by Follow-up-the-ramp sampling with multiple nondestructive read-
outs. After the array is reset it is read out nondestructively at a frame rate of 1 Hz. The number of readouts is propor-
tional to the integration time. Each frame samples the integration ramp and improves the accuracy of the regressional
fit of the integration ramp. The measured readout noise indicated by circles in Figure 3 was computed for each pixel
from a sequence of frames taken under identical conditions. The data points show the peak of the noise histogram of
the corresponding noise image. The fit is performed in real time during integration. In principle, the readout noise can
be reduced to negligible amounts as described by  (EQ 1). The expected noise reduction by multiple sampling is
shown by the curve decreasing with time. The other curve, increasing with time, is due to some kind of shot noise. In
an earlier publication this shot noise was erroneously attributed to the detector darkcurrent [10]. However, careful
darkcurrent measurements carried out by sampling the integration ramp every 15 minutes during a total stare time of
3 hours at a detector temperature of 65 K yielded a darkcurrent of 1.3 10-2 electrons/s as shown in Figure 4. The shot
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Figure 1 a: Follow up the ramp sampling. Nonde-
structive readouts are equidistantly distrib-
uted along the integration ramp. The slope of
the integration ramp is calculated for each
pixel by a least squares fit.
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Figure 1 b: Fowler sampling. Nondestructive read-
outs are concentrated at the beginning and
at the end of the integration ramp. The
slope is calculated by averaging the slope
of all Fowler pairs.
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noise of the detector darkcurrent is too small to explain the increase of readout noise encountered for stare times
longer than one minute with more than 64 nondestructive readouts as shown by the measured data points in Figure 3.

Other sources for this excess noise had to be investigated such as the multiplexer glow shown in Figure 5 which
shows a raw image taken with 512 nondestructive readouts. In the center of the top and bottom edges and in the top
and bottom right corners there are localized, bright radiation sources. The radiation extends but is attenuated towards
the center of the array. Since we do not use the on-chip source follower it cannot contribute to the multiplexer glow.
The center of the glow is localized at the end of the shift registers. It depends linearly on the number of nondestructive
readouts as shown in Figures 6 and 7. From this we conclude, that the glow is caused by the shift registers of the mul-
tiplexer.

In Figure  6 the intensity of the glow is plotted versus the number of readouts for the area at the bottom edge of the
array close to the radiation source, indicated by the small rectangle in Figure 5. The glow is 49 electrons per pixel per
nondestructive readout of the full frame. In Figure  7 the same curve is shown for the dark region far from the radia-
tion source as indicated by the large rectangle in Figure 5. In this region the glow drops to 0.20 electrons per pixel per
nondestructive readout. The four glow centers sitting on the Hawaii chip have to be masked in order to avoid ghost
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Figure 2 Schematics of cryogenic operational amplifiers. Left side (on-chip): Unit cell with source follower and
internal bus. On-chip output source follower is not used. Right side (off-chip): Symmetrical cryogenic
preamplifiers with two inputs. Input 1: Detector signal directly derived from internal bus. Input 2: external
reference voltage. The differential gain at the output is Gain=1+2*RF/RG. Buffer amplifiers are optional for
long cables.
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images reflected onto the detector by optical surfaces of the instrument.

The measured glow value of 0.2 electrons/pixel/readout for the center of the array was used to calculate the shot noise
of the shift register glow. It is represented by the increasing curve in Figure 3. The measured readout noise fits well to
the predicted noise which consists of two contributions, the readout noise of Follow-up-the-ramp sampling and the
shot noise of shift register glow.

To further investigate the nature of shift register glow, a bare Hawaii multiplexer was imaged onto a CCD while in
operation and performing multiple readouts. The magnification of the multiplexer image formed on the CCD was
1.087 and the focal ratio at the Hawaii multiplexer was f/5.37. The CCD was a 2Kx4K EEV CCD having a gain of 2.8
electrons/ADU and a pixel size of 15 µm. Figure 8 shows an optical CCD image of the glow centers at the end of the
shift registers of the Hawaii multiplexer. The separation of the glow centers is 19.565 millimeters. The points are 310
µm away from the edge of the sensitive area of the detector. The quantum efficiency of the EEV CCD drops from 0.1
at a wavelength of λ=0.95 µm to 0.04 at λ=1 µm. The exposure time of the CCD was 3 hours.

The Hawaii multiplexer was continuously read out during each 3-hour CCD exposure. For each exposure the readout
speed was changed. In this way the number of multiplexer readouts per CCD exposure was varied from 1082 readouts
to 17312 readouts per CCD exposure. In Figure  9 the intensity of the glow centers at the end of the Hawaii shift reg-
isters is plotted versus the number of full frame readouts of the multiplexer. The signal is scaled to 2π steradians
assuming an average quantum efficiency of 0.1 for the EEV CCD. The electroluminescence depends linearly on the
number of multiplexer readouts. Each glow center emits 324 photons per full frame.

Figure 3 : Readout noise as function of integration time for continuous multiple nondestructive sampling. Frame rate
of nondestructive readout is 1 Hz for full frame (upper curves and data points represented by circles).
Decreasing curve: expected noise reduction by multiple sampling. Increasing curve: Shot noise of shift reg-
ister glow. Measured data points represented by circles match combined noise (read & shot noise).



Figure 4 : Darkcurrent of Hawaii 1 detector at an operating temperature of 65 K. Integration ramp sampled by non-
destructive readouts every 900 seconds. Darkcurrent is 1.36 10-2 e/s

Figure 5 Shift register glow of Hawaii 1024x1024 MCT array with glow centers in top and bottom right corner and in
the center of top and bottom edges. Small rectangle on the top edge of the array close to the radiation source
indicates area for plot of Figure 6. Large rectangle in the dark region far from the radiation source indicates
area for plot of Figure 7.



Figure 6 Shift register glow at the top edge of the array close to the radiation source as indicated by small rectangle
in Figure 5. Shift register glow is 111 electrons per pixel per full nondestructive readout.

Figure 7 Shift register glow in the upper left quadrant far from the radiation source as indicated by the rectangle in
the dark region of Figure 5. Shift register glow is 0.31 electrons per pixel per full nondestructive readout.



Figure 8 CCD image of Hawaii multiplexer shift register glow centers ( inside circles). The larger distance
between the glow centers is 19.565 mm and 310 µm away from the edge of the sensitive area of the detec-
tor.

Figure 9 Intensity of point source Hawaii shift register electroluminescence versus number of full frame readouts.
The signal is scaled to 2π steradian assuming an average quantum efficiency of 0.1 for the EEV CCD.



2.3.Filter for Video Signal by Subpixel Sampling

The shift register glow limits the possibility to reduce the readout noise of the Hawaii detector by increasing the num-
ber of nondestructive readouts. As can be seen in Figure 3 the readout noise has its minimum at 6 electrons rms with
64 nondestructive readouts. Even in the center of the array far from the glow centers the shot noise of shift register
glow becomes the dominant noise source, if more nondestructive readouts are used. An alternative method for
improving the noise statistics is to use more than one ADC conversion to sample the video signal of each individual
pixel in the time interval during which this pixel is addressed. In this case the time interval spent to read out one pixel
will be much longer than the time constant of the analog low pass filter. In the most simple case the pixel value is the
digital average of all ADC conversions. In effect, subpixel sampling constitutes a digital low pass filter of the video
signal. Since off-chip amplifiers are used, no additional glow is generated by slowing down the frame rate and
increasing the pixel time to apply the subpixel sampling. The noise statistics is improved without additional clocking
of the shift registers and without additional multiplexer glow.

For low flux spectroscopic applications the detector integration times will be 600 seconds or longer. Since the number
of readouts has to be limited to values n ~ 64 and a nondestructive readout takes ~ 1 second, the condition
Tint >>nTread holds. In this case Fowler sampling is better than Follow-up-the-ramp sampling by a factor of  as
discussed in chapter 2.1. The best performance with Hawaii arrays can be achieved by combining the subpixel sam-
pling and Fowler sampling. For full frames the readout noise can be as low as 3.6 electrons rms.

2.4.Reset Anomaly

After the integrating node capacity of the detector is reset, the detector signal is a strongly nonlinear function of time.
The data in Figure  10 show the detector signal taken in the double correlated sampling mode as function of integra-
tion time observed for two different flux levels.

The triangles represent dark frames and the diamonds represent H-band images. The integration ramp is a nonlinear
function of time. Fortunately, the difference between the two flux levels represented by squares, is linear.For this rea-
son it is mandatory to subtract a dark frame from the science exposure and both exposures must have exactly the same

3

Figure 10 Reset Anomaly of Hawaii detector using double correlated readout mode. Triangles: dark exposures.
Diamonds: broad-band H. Squares: difference of broad-band H and dark exposure. Intensity of unsub-
tracted raw frames is a nonlinear function of time. Intensity of dark-subtracted frames is a linear function
of time



integration time. After reset the integration ramp needs more than 30 seconds to stabilize and become linear. Because
the initial nonlinear part of the integration ramp is unstable, it is the origin of several image blemishes like row
crosstalk, the dc-gradient at the beginning of the readout being seen as a bright bar in the center of the array, and extra
noise.

If flux levels are as low as a few photons per second, the detector can be operated for hours without resetting the array.
The array can be operated as usual while the reset clock is switched off. In this way the reset anomaly is eliminated
and extremely uniform and deep images can be obtained with raw images. Of course the array has to be reset, before
it saturates. Depending on the application part of the array may be allowed to saturate. For instance, sky lines may sat-
urate without affecting the clear spectral regions on the array.

In Table the pixel to pixel noise is compared for different readout modes. In the left column of Table 1 the rms noise
of the pixel to pixel variation of raw frames is calculated for pixels within the rectangle displayed in the images of
Figure 11. The right column shows the pixel to pixel variation calculated from the difference between two successive
frames normalized to the rms noise of a single readout by multiplying the noise with a factor of . It is remark-
able, that resetless operation of the Hawaii array yields the same pixel to pixel noise for the raw image and for the dif-
ference between two images. Furthermore, the raw image is blemish-free as can be seen in the right image of
Figure 11. The two images in Figure 11 have been taken by imaging a grid of pinholes onto the detector with a focus
wedge inserted into the collimated beam. The focus wedge produces 5 images for each pinhole.

For comparison, the left image shown in Figure 11 was obtained by Follow-up-the-ramp sampling with 32 nonde-
structive readouts and 1 sample / pixel. In the center of this image a bright horizontal stripe can be seen at the quad-
rant borders. It is caused by the readout topology of the array. Two quadrants have their first rows being read out in
the center of the array. The stripe of increased intensity at the beginning of the readout is unstable and a region of
increased noise. We tried different clocking schemes to reduce the effect. Best results were obtained by clocking the
fast shift register without application of the frame start pulse. The number of dummy clock cycles is equivalent to the
readout of 64 detector rows.

Table 1: Pixel to pixel noise for different readout modes for raw frames and difference frames.

The bright rows further away from the center of the left image of Figure 11 are attributed to an effect which we call
row crosstalk. This effect is observed with very bright sources which increase the signal of all pixels lying on the
same row. The rows of the other three quadrants of the array which are read out at the same time exhibit the same
intensity increase. It is not understood why also those pixels of the row which are read out before the bright point
source show the same intensity increase. This effect is particularly strong, when a brightly illuminated slit is oriented
parallel to the rows. The effect depends on the integrated intensity along the row. This effect has also been observed
with NICMOS arrays [15].The row crosstalk is uniform within one row and does not depend on column index j. Let

be the intensity of the pixel at row i and column j. Due to row crosstalk the observed intensity is modified
by the row crosstalk as described by  (EQ 4).

Noise of difference frames is scaled to noise of single frame by multiplying with

pixel to pixel noise of raw frame pixel to pixel noise of difference frame

readout mode [electrons rms] [electrons rms]

double correlated 43 12.8

Follow-up-the-ramp 9.2 6.9

Fowler & subpixel sampling 4.2 3.7

Fowler & subpixel sampling
without reset 3.6 3.5

1 2( )⁄
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(EQ 4)

The row crosstalk  consists of two terms, namely the intraquadrant row crosstalk  and the inter-
quadrant row crosstalk . Both terms depend linearly on the integrated intensity of row number i and row
number as described by the coefficient in (EQ 5). The coefficient was derived from measured images
to be α =1.35 10-5. The plus sign applies for indices , the minus sign for :

(EQ 5)

The intensity can be derived from the observed intensity by subtracting the row crosstalk as shown in (EQ
6).

(EQ 6)

This correction algorithm effectively removes the row crosstalk and is explained elsewhere in more detail [16].

In contrast, the discontinuity between the upper and lower two quadrants of the raw frame shown in the right image of
Figure 11, obtained by combining Fowler Sampling with Subpixel Sampling using 8 samples/pixel, is within the
noise level of 3.7 electrons rms. The row crosstalk is barely visible and the raw unsubtracted image is close to perfect.
The integration time for both images in Figure 11 is 300 seconds and the cut levels of the displayed images are 0 - 90
electrons. To demonstrate the potential of reset-less operation of the array the signal histogram of pixels contained in
the rectangle of the raw image in Figure 11 taken with 16 fowler pairs is shown in Figure 12 corresponding to an rms
pixel to pixel variation of 3.72 electrons rms. Since the raw image is extremely uniform, no difference is needed to
subtract the detector bias pattern. In effect this is equivalent to a further reduction of read noise by a factor of
resulting in an effective readout noise of 2.6 electrons rms.
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Figure 11 Comparison of nondestructive readout modes. Cut levels: 0 / 90 electrons. Both images are 5 minute
raw exposures looking at pinholes with focus wedge: Left image: Follow-up-the-ramp sampling with 32
nondestructive readouts and 1 sample / pixel. Pixel to pixel noise 9.2 electrons rms. Right Image: Fowler
Sampling with subpixel sampling using 8 samples / pixel. Reset clock switched off. Pixel to pixel noise 3.6
electrons rms.



3.InSb arrays

In 1996 ESO placed a contract with SBRC to produce six 1024x1024 InSb arrays on a best effort basis [2],[3]. All six
arrays have been delivered and the performance of all arrays has been evaluated.The delivery of the sensor chip
assemblies took longer than anticipated due to problems with hybridized arrays. Some of the arrays display Photon
Emitting Defects (PED’s). These areas of excessive glow are caused by a current flowing between the detector and the
multiplexer. They only show up after hybridization and are not intrinsic to the multiplexer. A technique has been
developed at Raytheon to remove these PED’s by a photolithographic etching technique minimizing the loss of pixels
to 2x2. With the same etching technique cracks in the InSb material can also be terminated. The InSb diode arrays are
thinned to the required thickness. Since the InSb is thinned, it behaves like a rubber band and compensates the ther-
mal mismatch between InSb and silicon during cooldown.

Two Aladdin arrays out of the lot are science grade and have been mounted in the VLT instruments ISAAC and
CONICA. Figure 13 shows the Aladdin array installed in the ISAAC detector mount with flexible copper boards for
connections to biases, clocks and video outputs. The detector is thermally insulated by four flexible manganin boards
inside the aluminum ring. The detector operates at 30 K, the detector board at 70 K. The temperature gradient is
maintained by the manganin boards due to their high thermal impedance.

3.1.Dark current

One of the arrays has cosmetic defects. Several cracks in the InSb material show up as dead lines in the array. How-
ever, this array has the lowest darkcurrent ever reported for InSb. The darkcurrent measured with a newly developed
technique is 4 10-3 e/s at an operating temperature of 25 K.

At these darkcurrent levels the detector signal is dominated by changes of the dc level of the video signal caused by
temperature fluctuations. Dead pixels in the corner of the array can be used to monitor this drift. These pixels consist
of multiplexer unit cells which are not connected to an infrared diode.

            

Figure 12 Histogram of raw 5 minute exposureas shown on right side of Figure 11 taken with 16 Fowler pairs and
subpixel sampling using 8 samples / pixel . The rms pixel to pixel variation is 3.64 electrons rms corre-
sponding to an effective readout noise of 2.6 electrons rms.

3.64 erms



Their signal represents an ideal monitor for the temperature dependence of the complete acquisition chain including
the Si multiplexer. The temperature dependence of reference pixels and pixels in the central part of the array used to
measure the darkcurrent may be different as shown by the plots in Figure 14. The intensity of uncorrelated samples is
plotted versus temperature for two different areas on an InSb array. The temperature dependence of dead reference
pixels in upper right corner of array is βr=1.7 103 e /K as shown in the right plot of Figure 14, whereas the tempera-
ture dependence of pixels in the central area of the array, which are used for the darkcurrent measurement, is βv=2.4
103 e /K. If the signal of the reference area is subtracted from the video signal by taking into account the factor of βv/
βr, which is a smoothly varying function of position within the array, the remaining signal of the infrared diode is
decontaminated from all effects masking the true signal of the infrared sensor.

Figure 15 shows the integration ramp of a dark exposure. The raw signal is represented by triangles and the corrected
signal is represented by squares. The corrected signal exhibits a linear integration ramp corresponding to a darkcur-
rent of 4 10-3 e/s/pixel. If this monitoring technique is not applied, darkcurrent measurements are masked by thermal
drifts. The deviation of the measured integration ramp (triangles) from the corrected integration ramp (squares) was
caused by a temperature drift of 8 10-3 K/hour. Since the temperature sensor used for stabilizing the detector temper-
ature is not on the sensor chip assembly but mounted off-chip close to the detector, drifts could not be eliminated
completely, even though an active control loop was stabilizing the detector temperature.

Figure 13  Aladdin 1Kx1K InSb array mounted in the ISAAC detector mount. The temperature gradient between the
detector at 30 K and the detector board at 70 K is maintained by 4 flexible manganin boards which are located
inside the aluminum ring on the 4 detector sides. Flexible copper boards (bias, clock, video1 & video2) leaving
the detector mount connect the detector board to IRACE.



3.2.Readout Noise and quantum efficiency

The Aladdin array used for this measurement was hybridized to an Aladdin 2 multiplexer. The dependence of readout
noise on the number of nondestructive readouts is shown in Figure 16. The integration ramp was measured by contin-
uously applying multiple nondestructive readouts. The frame time for a nondestructive readout is 42.6 ms. The inte-
gration time is proportional to the number of nondestructive readouts. The noise was calculated from a series of dark
exposures as explained above for the Hawaii array. The expected noise reduction by multiple sampling is shown by
the curve decreasing with stare time. The curve increasing with time is due to shot noise of multiplexer glow and
darkcurrent. The measured data points well match the combined noise (read & shot noise). With 128 nondestructive
readouts the readout noise can be reduced from 70 erms to 9.7 erms.

Figure 14 Temperature dependence of detector signal. Left plot: Temperature dependence of dead pixels in upper
right corner of array is 1.7 103 e /K. Right plot: Temperature dependence of pixels in the central area of the
array used for darkcurrent measurement is 2.3 103 e /K

Figure 15 Darkcurrent of 4 10-3 e/s/pixel at 25K is the lowest value reported for InSb. Triangles: raw detector sig-
nal. Squares: compensated detector signal by subtraction of thermal drift measured with unhybridized,
dead pixels.



Meanwhile, the multiplexer design has been revised and the Aladdin 3 multiplexer is reported to have a noise perfor-
mance which is improved by a factor of 1.5.
We also tried to use cryogenic operational amplifiers next to the detector. Initial tests were carried out with a 256x256
InSb array. In our setup the power dissipation of the cryogenic amplifiers raised their temperature to 114 K. As a con-
sequence, the detector signal generated by the thermal radiation of the amplifiers was ~200 e/sec. The cooling of the
amplifiers and the optical screening of the detector from thermal radiation of the cryogenic amplifiers must be im-
proved, if cryogenic amplifiers are to be used with InSb detectors.

The measured quantum efficiency of the Aladdin arrays is high for the complete spectral range and summarized in
table 2

.

3.2.1.Crosstalk and Readout Speed

To cope with the high thermal background emitted by the telescope and the atmosphere for broad band imaging in the
L and M band, the Aladdin array has to be read out at the maximum speed. The array has 32 parallel video outputs.
The ESO data acquisition system IRACE is using 16 bit 2 MHz ADC’s for each of the 32 video outputs and can pro-
cess in real time 30 1Kx1K frames/sec [11] , [12] . However, the readout speed is limited by the analog bandwidth of
the Aladdin 2 multiplexer. To boost the analog bandwidth, the current in the output stage was raised by increasing

Table 2: Quantum efficiency of 1024x1024 InSb array

band J H K L M

quantum efficiency 0.89 0.73 0.88 0.74 0.81

Figure 16  Readout noise as function of integration time for continuous multiple nondestructive sampling. Read-
out time for nondestructive full frame is 42.6 ms. Decreasing curve: expected noise reduction by multiple
sampling. Increasing curve: Shot noise of darkcurrent. Measured data points match combined noise (read
& shot noise)



Vload from 0 V to 5 V and by reducing the load resistor from 100 KΩ to 20 KΩ. Vref was decreased from -2 V to -
4.5V in order to increase the current reference for the Islew current mirror on the column bus. By implementing these
modifications we could reduce the rise time of the video signal to 556 ns. With this rise time a complete frame of can
be read out in 36 ms. Yet, there is an additional overhead of 11.5 ms needed at the beginning of the row readout to let
the internal bus stabilize before the readout of pixels starts. Resetting a the columns contributes another 4.6 ms result-
ing in a total minimum frame time of 52 ms for a pixel time of 1.1 µs. The Aladdin readout is organized in four inde-
pendent quadrants. In each quadrant 8 adjacent pixels in a row are read out simultaneously. Due to this special
readout topology a brightly illuminated pixel has a shadow image 8 pixels further down the row as shown in the
image inserted in Figure 17. For fast readout this shadow image is generated by the limitations in rise and fall times of
the detector signal. In Figure 17 the intensity of the shadow image normalized by the intensity of the real image is
plotted as function of readout time for Vload= 0 V and Vload = 5 V. The crosstalk can be reduced from 26% to 7% for
frame times of 52 ms and from 0.66% to 0.38% for frame times of 98 ms if Vload is increased from 0 V to 5 V. With
these Aladdin settings broadband L images can be obtained in ISAAC covering a field of view of 72x72 arcsec at the
8 meter Antu telescope of the VLT. This provides a unique observing facility.

.

4.Conclusions

Second order effects of the Hawaii 1 detector have been examined. Even though cryogenic off-chip operational
amplifiers have been employed, the reduction of readout noise by multiple sampling techniques becomes limited by
the electroluminescence of the shift registers. To compensate for the limited number of nondestructive readouts
because of multiplexer glow a digital filter can be applied to the video signal by subpixel sampling. To avoid the reset
anomaly, the Hawaii array can be operated by temporarily switching off the reset clock when operating under low
flux conditions. On raw unsubtracted images a pixel to pixel rms noise of 3.6 electrons rms has been demonstrated.

A darkcurrent of 0.004 e/sec has been measured with an Aladdin array by monitoring the thermal drift of the multi-
plexer with unhybridized pixels in the corner of the array and subtracting the drift from the video signal. This is the
lowest darkcurrent reported for InSb. With multiple sampling the readout noise of the Aladdin array could be reduced

Figure 17 Crosstalk of 1024x1024 InSb array on Aladdin 2 multiplexer. Crosstalk is the intensity of the shadow
image 8 pixels down the row normalized by the intensity of the real image. Triangles: Vload= 0 V. Dia-
monds: Vload = 5 V.



to 9.7 erms. The frame rate of the Aladdin 2 array could be boosted to 20 frames/sec. The crosstalk is 0.5% if the
frame rate is reduced to 10 Hz, which is adequate for broad band imaging in L on an 8 m telescope for a field of view
of 72x72 arcsec.

Future multiplexer designs should carefully address the problem of multiplexer glow and screen the IR diode array in
the best possible from multiplexer glow to allow unrestricted application of multiple sampling techniques. A refer-
ence row should be provided to mimic the video signal and provide a reference signal for a true differential data
acquisition chain employing off-chip cryogenic amplifiers.
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